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THE CRISIS IN MODERN JAZZ IN AUSTRALIA 

by Peter Rechniewski* 

______________________________________________________________ 

[This article originally appeared in the May/June,1983 edition of Jazz Magazine.] 

t has become commonplace in the last few years to speak of Australian jazz, even 

modern jazz, as being in a healthy state. We have  witnessed, some claim, a “jazz 

explosion” — especially in Sydney— which has resulted in an unprecedented number of 

venues offering musicians opportunities to play, in grants for study trips, in sponsored 

overseas tours by local bands, recordings, concerts, etc. True, the argument runs, there have 

been some reverses, like the closure of venues and the collapse of organisations such as the 

Australian Jazz Foundation, but such things notwithstanding, the current state of jazz can 

only fill the observer with optimism. And there is little doubt that we have come a long way 

since the early 70s when modern jazz appeared to be non-existent through lack of venues, 

and even traditional musicians were finding it a struggle. Therefore it might seem 

paradoxical and foolishly alarmist to speak of a crisis in modern jazz, but I believe if one 

examines underlying trends and couples them with some recent events (such as the closing 

of the Paradise Jazz Cellar) then “crisis” will not seem an inappropriate word. 

 

Bruce Cale: has not performed in Sydney for six months… 

_______________________________________________________________ 

*When Peter Rechniewski wrote this article, he had recently returned to Australia after 

some time in England, and was responsible for the programming at Jenny’s Wine Bar & 

Bistro, Sydney. 
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The components of a healthy jazz scene it seems to me are basically three: 1) venues at which 

the music can be played; 2) relatively frequent recording of local groups; 3) the general 

climate (eg. print and media coverage, radio and television exposure etc). This last element is 

the most elusive and difficult to define, but in ways I hope to make clear, it can be crucial. All 

three elements are to a large extent interdependent — in fact 1) and 2) are really a part of 3) 

though it might be convenient to consider them as separate — but that is not to say that they 

have equivalent value in determining the vibrancy of a jazz scene. It is perfectly possible to 

imagine a small number of successful jazz clubs operating without any recording activity and 

little press coverage. This was in fact the case during the first year of The Basement’s 

existence. 

 

Bernie McGann had performed on only four occasions during the whole of 1982… 
 PHOTO CREDIT JOE GLAYSHER 

 
What then of the current state of jazz with respect to venues? In the last issue of JAZZ Brian 

Brown said that he thought that Sydney had moved towards middle-of-the-road, and I think 

he understated the extent to which this has occurred. Roger Frampton complained in these 

pages at how rarely he has been given the opportunity to perform in the last eighteen 

months; Bernie McGann, until he started at Jenny’s Wine Bar last December, had performed 

on only four occasions during the whole of 1982; and Bruce Cale has not performed for six 

months in Sydney. These are but a few examples. MOR seems to be the order of the day, and 

the favourite- MOR style seems to be jazz-funk (junk). Venue after venue puts in bands that 

appear to have come from the same assembly line. Their music is mostly loud, soul-less, 

bland and played with little or no passion. The other variation on the theme is the so-called 

Latin-jazz played by bands such as The Cockroaches, Dumbala, Espirito, and while some of 

these groups might look good on stage, the music is eminently forgettable. 

Maybe the recession is responsible for the safety-first attitude on the part of the jazz club 

owners. If so, it’s understandable. What is less understandable is the bucketing by the 

proprietors of the musical ability of the musicians they won’t hire, when the real reason is 

the drawing power of a particular band. It seems that the political economy of the jazz scene 

reinforces the claim that popularity is a function of quality. Yet when bands achieve artistic 

and/or public acclaim outside the main venues, they are often quickly re-hired, so that that 

acclaim can be appropriated by the club owners. Temporary freeze-outs of creative jazz 
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occurred several times during the 70s; the present freeze-out, the first of the 80’s, is the 

longest. 

Worse still, and with very serious implications, is the neglect by record companies of creative 

modern jazz. Since the demise of 44 Records there has been no record label devoted almost 

totally to modern jazz and none of the major companies has made any moves to develop such 

a prestige label. What must be remembered is that making a jazz record in Australia is not 

directly a way of making money for the musician. It is, unless you happen to be Don Burrows 

or John Sangster, an event of artistic documentation and as such its significance is that much 

greater. A record also means the possibility of building an audience through airplay and 

reviews. At the time of writing the only recording taking place is that organised and often 

paid for by the musicians themselves! 

Finally we come to the third component mentioned above — the general climate. If we look 

at the way jazz is treated in the daily press the situation is particularly disturbing. Rock 

dominates the arts pages of even the serious papers. The Sydney Morning Herald uses no 

fewer than five writers on rock, while its occasional jazz ‘critic’ David Lin knows little or 

nothing about the music, employs such quaint syntax and musical nomenclature as to 

undermine his credibility, and is rarely seen listening to local jazz. At the National Times the 

prestige of its Arts pages is enhanced by articles such as “The Demise of the Guitar Hero” and 

the story of Men at Work in America, while jazz might get  a few column inches every 

quarter. The impression created is that rock is the contemporary art form whereas modern 

jazz is a quaint music patronised by elitists and cranks.  

 

Serge Ermoll: he performed some free improvised music on 2JJJ along with Bernie 

McGann, Phil Treloar and John Clare… 

The negative attitude towards jazz engendered by such neglect is impossible to 

underestimate. Unless the public, especially the younger public which has fewer demands 
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made on its time, is consistently confronted by information about jazz, presented in a serious 

manner in the form of previews, reviews, feature articles about local jazz musicians, it will 

simply ignore the music.  Jazz must be presented as a serious, living art form, not merely as 

an entertainment which acts as a backdrop to eating and drinking. 

The same neglect of modern jazz exists on radio. This applies much more to commercial 

radio than to the ABC, where there is some jazz still broadcast every week. Unfortunately 

little of this is contemporary music, whilst Music to Midnight restricts the style of jazz played 

— no Archie Shepp or Albert Ayler ever gets on the turntable. 

At one stage there was some hope in the more catholic attitude of 2JJ (now JJJ) which, 

though a station devoted to playing rock albums, did broadcast jazz, even if on an irregular 

basis. In fact they once broadcast live from their studio some free improvised music 

performed by Serge Ermoll, Bernie McGann, Phil Treloar and John Clare — a first as far as 

contemporary music was concerned. These days the situation is very different; 2JJJ even 

refuses to mention jazz in its “What’s On” segment. How different is the situation in London 

where Capitol Radio, a commercial station, broadcasts every week one hour of live modern 

jazz, performed in the studio by British musicians. 

Like commercial radio, commercial television ignores jazz of any sort, and it is unrealistic to 

expect change without legislation which would compel networks to devote some time to the 

arts. One of the best arts programmes in England is broadcast by London Weekend 

Television, a commercial network. ABC TV has recently embarked on some sort of jazz policy 

with the Don Burrows Collection, and whatever criticisms one may make of Don’s selections, 

at least there is some jazz on television. What I find objectionable, as well as depressing, is 

that the other publicly funded network, 0/28, screens minority interest “art” films (which I 

enjoy) but won’t screen any jazz, a music with a world-wide following. 

 

Bob Barnard: the delights of his playing will be discovered by a younger audience after 

they have been brought to jazz by hearing contemporary bands…PHOTO CREDIT AUSTRALIAN 

JAZZ MUSEUM 

There is no jazz, but there is time and money at 0/28 for at least three hours of rock music 

per week, much of it performed by pretentious German and Italian synthesiser bands 
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dressed in black leather. This is presumably 0/28’s idea of multi-cultural music. One fears 

that if a jazz programme ever found its way into the 0/28 schedule it would be a concert by 

the Dutch Swing College Band. 

All these factors hinder the spread of information about contemporary jazz within the 

musically interested community and leads to a contraction of the size of the audience. In the 

past the audience for modern jazz developed from a broadening of tastes by sections of the 

traditional jazz audience, who either switched completely or continued to patronise both 

styles, and from those who consciously sought out the new. Today it is the latter path which 

predominates and it is far more likely that the current generation will discover Louis 

Armstrong, Jelly Roll Morton and Duke Ellington via Miles Davis, Cecil Taylor and Ornette 

Coleman than vice-versa. The sound of traditional jazz therefore is much further removed 

from today’s pop music than was the case perhaps up to the early sixties, making it now more 

an acquired taste. The same point is valid with respect to the local jazz scene, where the 

delights of Bob Barnard’s playing will be discovered by a younger audience after they have 

been brought to jazz by hearing contemporary bands. It is important  that the best of our 

contemporary musicians and the bands which they form receive the support of the jazz 

community and in particular of those who are in a position to influence the general climate 

of opinion. 

Yet commentators on the local jazz scene, especially those involved directly with traditional 

jazz, continue to make the most absurd statements in print about modern jazz. One such 

article, written by Bruce Johnson, appeared in the November/December 1982 issue of JAZZ, 

and purported to discuss “Traditional Jazz in Australia”. 

Bruce Johnson purports to discuss the question “Why does traditional jazz predominate in 

Australia?” and develops his argument around a comparison between the audience/musician 

relationship in modern and traditional jazz. I shall return to this point below, as in the course 

of investigating this relationship Johnson makes a number of highly questionable assertions. 

First I’ll outline why I believe traditional jazz “seems everywhere” (as Johnson might say). 

Johnson himself notes that “traditional jazz made its first big impact during the forties”. This 

is the single most important factor; traditional jazz was the only jazz played here for close on 

ten years and in that time made converts and gained the allegiance of people who became 

influential in the printed media and broadcasting. Eric Child has for many years played 

virtually only traditional jazz in his Australian segment. Moreover the pubs, where up to a 

few years ago most jazz was played, have never been suitable for modern jazz. Many have 

never had a piano, in others the “bandstand” was on top of the bar, permitting only a tiny 

drum kit. This lack of suitable venues meant the slower development of audiences.  

Johnson acknowledges these two points but seeks some deeper reason for the alleged 

dominance of trad. He finds it in “alienation of the artist from mainstream life”.  According 

to this theory the modern musician stressed his artistic status, the separateness from the 

community, while the traditional artist immersed himself in the life of his. The conclusion is 

that the music reflected this state of affairs — that trad musicians cared about their audience, 

while modern players did not; that trad jazz because of this egalitarian quality communicates 

better than modern jazz; that this quality found a response in Australian society, which 

wasn’t ready for modern jazz. 

What is the evidence for this? Bruce Johnson supplies almost none. He claims that when he 

and Marty Mooney played Groovin’ High, Scrapple From The Apple or Half Nelson to a trad 
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jazz audience, they got restless, whereas if the band played Sister Kate (with vocal) there 

were smiles all round. This is supposed to prove (according to Marty Mooney) that “most 

audiences get uncomfortable with uncompromisingly modern sounds” and reaffirms 

(according to Mal Rees) that trad jazz “gets across the lights”. In fact, all it proves is that 

modern jazz doesn’t appeal to a traditional jazz audience, and nothing more. Bands like Jazz 

Co-Op, Free Kata, and Out To Lunch have been uncompromising in their music, yet I have 

seen them pack out venues and festivals and bring audiences to their feet shouting their 

appreciation. 

 

Marty Mooney: he claimed most audiences get uncomfortable with uncompromisingly 

modern sounds… 

Bruce Johnson’s article is too long and complex to discuss further here. My point in referring 

to it is to show that many people involved in jazz — people like Bruce Johnson, who has been 

commissioned to prepare an encyclopaedia of Australian jazz — continue to propagate false 

theories concerning contemporary music. Such theories in their small way contribute to the 

general climate, a general climate which is currently becoming less and less congenial to 

anything but the safe and familiar.  

 

 

 


